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TOP OUTDOOR GEAR UPGRADES OF 2017
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The top 3 gear upgrades are a surprise as a charger and pillow are traditionally
seen as luxury items not worth carrying for the backcountry. To dive deeper
into the top three we compared the more experienced backpackers to the less
experienced.

MORE EXPERIENCED BACKPACKERS PERCENT LIKELIHOOD TO UPGRADE

Backpackers with more experience (5+ trips/year) upgraded these three at much higher
rates than the less experienced backpackers (4 or less trips/year). It would seem that lightweight designs are driving upgrades for stoves. For pillows, the upgrades are likley due to
the reduced stigma aginst backpacking with a pillow along with more feature filled pillows
on the market. The charger upgrades seem to be from more use of a mobile phone for GPS
and camera in the backcountry.
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Survey data from HighMeadowGear proprietary survey. Tent, pack, bag, and pad results excluded as the data is not insightful.

Outdoor Gear
Upgrades and Stats

Experience Spending
Your peers are spending more on experiences1 than ever before
bringing higher quality and more innovative products to the market
every day. Millennials are less brand driven2 which means they are
more willing to buy products from unknown brands. Combine that
mentality with the popularity of Kickstarter (crowd funding) and the
explosion of new outdoor products comes as no supprise.

Notable Outdoor Gear Kickstarters of 2017
Over 100 Outdoor gear Kickstarters in the past year

US National Park Service Data

10 year trend shows dramatic increase in
outdoor activitay across the United States.

EDC Backpacking Stove
52 Supporters

PackPillow
408 Supporters

The Muncher
4,553 Supporters

B-2 Nano Blade
5,875 Supporters

Ti2 Para-Biner V2
448 Supporters

SkyCamp
956 Supporters

Key Takeaways

• Your peers are spending more on
experiences and have less dependency on established brands.
• Crowd funding is driving the creation of new outdoor gear.
• More opportunity to find gear that
is right for you.
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1 - Fortune
2 - Golsman Sachs

Popular Trends

Dyneema Composit Fabric
Dyneema composit, formerly called Cuben Fiber, is taking over the
ourdoor gear space by storm. Our reserach found an incresingly
positive view on the fabric driving strong purchasing decisions.
Dyneema composit is many times more expensive than other well
known fabrics.
Fabric

Cost Per Yard

Dyneema .51 oz

$32

Silnylon 1.1 oz

$12.50

Cordura 1000D

$11.50

Rating

outdoorindustry.org 2017

RipStop Nylon 1.1 oz

$6.50
ripstopbytheroll.com 2017

Fabric Price vs Weight vs Retail Price

If you are considering buying Dyneema composit gear than you will
want to understand the value of what you are paying for.

Osprey Aether 60

$195

2 yards Ripstop Nylon

$12

Weight

75 oz

Zpacks Arc Blast

$325

2 yards Dyneema

$64

Weight

21 oz

These comparisons are far from perfect but it should give you a perspective on why Dyneema is so popular.

Popular Trends

• Dyneema Composit is growing in
popularity for outdoor gear.
• Alcohol based stoves are proving
to be lighter weight option for
long trips.
• Gravity filtration using micro water
filters is the new standard in water
filtration.
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Wish List

Post Trip Gear Requests
Our research found a unique approach to identifying important gear.
We compiled the below information from many sources of post trip
reviews. We belive post trip feedback is the best source of reliable
information on how gear performed and what gear they wish they
had. The results from this research gives you a uniqly valuable
perspective on gear that may improve your outdoor adventures.

TITANIUM CUP/POT
A top trend is moving away from pots,
bowls, and mugs to a single titanium
pot between 2-4 cups capacity. 21.39%
of survey responses indicated an upgrade of this type.

PILLOW
Surprised? So were we, as we used to
look down on people carrying pillows.
It turns out good sleep is essential to
enjoying your trip. This result aligns
with 30.64% of survey responses indicating a Pillow upgrade.

GRAVITY FILTER
No surprise here, gravity filter systems
are taking over the trail. Lightweight &
minimal effort they are a top gear upgrade of 2017. Editors Note: I relate to
this finding as I came back from my last
trip where a friend had a gravity sytem,
I bought one that same day.

Annual Outdoor Camping
Spend Directly Generates
Retail Spend
$166,862,780,485
Jobs
Salaries

1,442,578
$50,684,882,121

Federal Taxes
$12,354,788,124
Local Taxes

$11,183,227,292
outdoorindustry.org 2017

Did You Know?

• Gor-tex’s patent period is over, so
lower cost alternatives are hitting
the market every day.
• Polartec has a new fabric out
called Polartec Delta that is designed to keep you cool.
• Spending on snow sports results
in 695,000 American jobs.
• US Outdoor recreation economy
directly supports 7.6 million jobs.

DAY PACK
This wish comes from trips where backpackers setup base camp to summit
or hike from. The lightest backpacks
will be heavy compared to a 5 oz or
less daypack. This finding aligns with
27.59% of survey responses indicating
a Day Pack upgrade.
HighMeadowGear is the design company behind the PackPillow. We are confident the data speaks for itself and
express our transparency in our choice to use images of our product when resonably appropriate.
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